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Vertebrates are the most prodigious vocalizing animals in existence, and the most 

diverse methods of acoustic communication among vertebrates can be found in the ocean. 

Relatively many teleost fish are gifted with the ability to communicate acoustically, and 

the family of serranidae often performs this as a function of the swim bladder. 

Epinephelus Guttatus (E. guttatus), or more commonly the red hind grouper, is equipped 

with a drum shaped swim bladder acting as a monopole under typical ocean conditions. 

This configuration allows for what is understood to be omnidirectional projection of 

tones approximately centered between 40 and 440 Hz and spanning anywhere from 40 to 

200 Hz of bandwidth and modulation effects based on observed data provided by 

researchers. Prior studies on many other fish show correlation in acoustic communication 

profile with length, size and sexual identity. In the red hind, sexual dimorphism leads to 

an inherent female identity in all juvenile fish which converts to male according to 

environmental factors, recommending at least consistent organs across both sexes be 
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assumed even if not in use. Much research has been performed on male fish vocalization 

in terms of spectral content. Communication in fish is a complex multi-modal process, 

with acoustic communication being important for many of the species, particularly those 

in the littoral regions of the worlds’ oceans. If identifying characteristics of the red hind 

vocalization can be isolated based on detection, classification, tracking and localizing 

methodologies, then these identifying characteristics may indeed lead to passive feature 

identification that allows for estimation of individual fish mass. Hypotheses based on 

vector, cyclostationary and classical tonal mechanics are presented for consideration. A 

battery of test data collection events, applying pre-recorded fish vocalizations to a geo-

located undersea sound source were conducted. The results are supplied with the intent of 

validating hypothesis in a non-expert system manner that shows how a series of 

biological metrics may be assessed for detection, classification, localization and mass 

estimation for an individual vocalizing red hind grouper 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Fisheries across the world are constantly monitoring for shortage and surplus in 

the biomass of their charges, particularly with respect to what anglers should be allowed 

to take in. E. guttatus represents a key element of the West Atlantic biomass and is not in 

any particular danger of overfishing according to leading estimates [1]. As such, the red 

hind represents a major part of the annual harvesting of reef fish [2]. The red hind is 

understood to vocalize almost exclusively only in its adult phase, and particularly during 

mating periods where the fish is known to congregate in coral reefs and other seabed 

structures.  

 

Figure 1.1: Epinephelus guttatus (E. guttatus), or the red hind grouper [3] 
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Typical observations [4] suggest that females will congregate in harems of 6-8 

individuals. A single male will corral this harem and patrol the region, challenging other 

males during such periods. It is of note that E. guttatus is sexually dimorphous, 

suggesting that both males and females will possess similar physical mechanisms for 

vocalization whether they choose to exercise them or not. A survey of the regional habitat 

as conducted in 2008 studies by non-fisheries offices is provided below: 

 

Figure 1.2: Red hind grouper habitat as depicted in [3]. 

 

The map as shown presents a daunting task for monitoring of the entire range of 

the fish from a single vantage point in space. In fact, previous studies tend to focus on 

monitoring congregations of courting fish rather than an empirical analysis of the entire 

range. As such, passive acoustic monitoring of red hind grouper vocalizations offers a 

potentially inexpensive means of improving statistical estimation of local biomass rather 

than brute force, particularly if the acoustic monitoring is capable of providing accurate 
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counts of the individual vocalizing fish and, potentially, the individual fish mass rather 

than the rough order of magnitude of the biomass. This paper does not specify an expert 

means for achieving such a system, but considers tonal and vector mechanics of the 

grouper vocalization that present potential indicators for such an expert system to take 

advantage of. 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

As a matter of course, the grouper vocalizations that can be assumed to be most 

easily tracked for statistical purposes are those regions where the mating season occurs, 

which previous studies have typically taken advantage of. An example can be found in 

[5] where water depths range from 12 to 30 meters (m). Sound channelization as such is 

presumed to be dominated by multipath at low frequencies if the grouper is not actively 

damping its transmission strength, which is assumed to be naturally optimized to prevent 

reverberation or project beyond some optimum range. Indeed, much research has been 

committed to understanding the low-frequency communication phenomenon of many 

shallow water dwelling fish [6].  

It is also assumed that the vocalization strategy of the red hind is naturally 

optimized to have a maximum opportunity of being heard by other E. guttatus in the 

region of interest while attracting a minimum of attention from predators. The lateral line 

of many fish also lends itself to suggest that fish may in fact have natural particle velocity 

measurement capabilities for the low-frequency elements of the red hind grouper 

vocalization, and that mechanical analogs may be derived that allow for an expert system 

to triangulate position as well. Studies have been performed showing the ability of female 

fish to identify individual males of interest within a chorus of many other males [6] and 
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the method of vector analysis could be a plausible evolution in the fish hearing 

mechanisms. Some fish species in fact possess directional vocalization and hearing [7]. 

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The red hind grouper vocalizes in a manner that presents what would be 

considered short and weak signals. Further, assumptions are taken that the red hind signal 

strength is analogous in signal strength to other related grouper species [8, 9,10].  

Grouper vocalize in a relatively low-frequency band (40 to 440 Hz), which can 

appear contrary to the shallow water environments where they typically are observed. 

Indeed, the low-frequency ranges of shallow water dwelling fish has been considered and 

research suggests that cavity dwelling species in general – e.g. rock spaces in a coral reef, 

where grouper can often be found – coupled with ambient noise floors of shallow regions 

are the likely promoters of this particular evolutionary trait [6]. It is proposed here that 

the natural effect of this operating band promotes the ability to track red hind grouper in 

relatively shallow environments, such as red hind breeding sites, given that multiple 

proximity based listening stations are assumed to be used. 

While there are many records of fish vocalization [9,10], the vector acoustic 

profile of the red hind remains relatively uncharacterized at this time, with tonal 

cyclostationary analysis for identification information close behind. The ability to 

confidently detect, localize, and identify an individual red hind grouper could make the 

use of acoustic profiling much more accurate. The ability to confidently estimate the 

individual mass of a fish associated with such a contact report could vastly improve the 

ability to assess fish stocks without the need for video analytics or coarse statistical 

estimations. 
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1.3 SCIENTIFIC CONTRIBUTION 

This research takes advantage of Acoustic Vector Sensors (AVS) to incorporate 

directionality into the acoustic profiling of the red hind grouper. In particular, the 

intensity model is applied for Direction of Arrival (DOA) as well as confidence measures 

for conventional time-frequency analysis. By applying signal processing methodologies 

operating on vector acoustics, coupled with signal processing methods operating on the 

tonal information – particularly short time cyclostationary methods developed 

specifically for the analysis of what will effectively be shown as burst communication 

methodologies by the fish – multi-dimensional analysis of the 1-D time series will be 

presented such that an individual red hind grouper may be detected, localized, and 

identified with a specific level of confidence in relatively high noise environments. 

Further conjecture will be applied to a potential model for mass estimation based on 

relative cyclostationary elements of what is hypothesized to be modulating features of the 

fish sonic organ apparatus. 

1.4 OVERVIEW 

This manuscript is written with introductory descriptions of the mathematical 

processes applied followed by chronologically ordered accounts of the research 

experiments performed. Approximately 1.5 years of research were conducted with 3 

experiments for data collection. The initial steps for analysis of the data were taken in the 

absence of real vector acoustics information by operating on tonal information provided 

from cooperating researchers in the community. This led to detection methodologies 

which were eventually proposed and accepted for publication in the 2016 Society of 

Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) Defense and Commercial Sensing 
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(DCS) conference [11]. 

The first data collection event occurred in March of 2016 at Florida Atlantic 

University, where two bottom-mounted and coherently sampled vector sensors (one 

Wilcoxon model 101 vector sensor and one Wilcoxon model 205 vector sensor) were 

placed in the FAU test tank for calibration with frequency shifted pre-recorded grouper 

vocalizations. The second data collection event occurred at Naval Surface Warfare Center 

Panama City Division (NSWC-PCD) in April of 2016 where two vector sensors were 

suspended in the water column for collection against pre-recorded un-shifted grouper 

vocalizations. A third data collection event occurred again at NSWC-PCD in May of 

2016, where one of the older model vector sensors (the Wilcoxon 101) was replaced with 

an additional 205 model after observing what were later deemed to be malfunctioning 

wire leads in both the 101 sensor and breakout box components. A fourth and somewhat 

impromptu data collection event was conducted specifically to analyze the modulation 

effects of fish vocalizations passed through increasing air volumes within cylindrical 

structures of increasing diameter in an effort to quantify swimbladder relationships with 

fish mass.
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2. TONAL FEATURES OF THE RED HIND GROUPER VOCALIZATION

A fundamental fork in the road of a classification strategy can be found in 

deciding when a signal is detected. Often “track before detect” methodologies are applied 

[12] where a relatively weak source may be observed and kinematically tracked with any 

number of means for significantly longer time periods than a red hind grouper 

vocalization may present, anecdotally on the order of 10s of minutes to the groupers’ few 

seconds. As such, this paper treats the grouper vocalization as a burst communique and 

presumes on relatively short time gate spectral and cyclostationary features presenting the 

primary opportunity for inference into qualitative information about individual fish traits 

of interest – firstly detection of a fish, secondly identification of a fish species, thirdly the 

estimated mass and size of the fish, ultimately leading to an identifying acoustic profile 

for the individual fish.  

Due to the burst effect – this simply implies, from a tracking standpoint, that 

observable signal time windows are relatively small when compared with the total sample 

record – the detection methodology becomes one of ensuring the leading edge of a 

grouper vocalization is accurately detected within a particular ambient noise floor, thus 

allowing the proceeding record sections to be presumed with good confidence of 

containing the previously mentioned identifying information.  
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2.1 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

2.1.1 Acoustic Wave Propagation Speeds in Typical Ocean Environments 

As a matter of course, we consider the likely operating environment for a system 

wishing to observe red hind grouper in their natural state, particularly one in the breeding 

zones as described in previous sections. The empirical formula as defined in [13] is  

 
 

(2.1.1) 

The variables represent the speed of sound c [m/s], temperature T [ ], salinity S [ ] 

and depth z [m].  

From a practical standpoint the sound speed profile is a gradient observed as a 

function of depth, and regions of constant depth or shallow depth can be presumed static. 

A typical sound speed profile, given in Figure 2.1(a), consists of several layers with 

different characteristics. The biggest variations occur near the surface as a result of the 

recurrent daily and seasonal changes in temperature and salinity shown in Figure 2.1(b). 

From a practical perspective of deployment in the regions of interest as described in 

Section 1, this sound speed may be presumed constant relative to source and receiver in 

all months and relative depths.  
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Figure 2.1: Sound speed profile: (a) Generic deep water; (b) Shallow water seasonal [17]. 

 

2.1.2 Observed Transmission Characteristics of the red hind Grouper 

When an acoustic wave propagates in water the acoustic energy decreases as a 

function of transmission range, frequency and reflection loss at the boundaries. Octaves 

of the fundamental may be expected to ring upward of double the frequency and half the 

power and accounting for observation of typically 3 octaves up for signals with good 

strength over the noise floor (see section 2.1.3 for more discussion).  

Because the red hind grouper is treated as a monopole [6], we may assume 

spreading loss occurs as the constant acoustic power generated from the source expands 

from the center of the source. The geometry of the spreading loss is determined by the 

transmission range and water depth. For ranges smaller than water depth, spreading is 

spherical and the acoustic power decreases with square of the range. For ranges larger 

than water depth, spreading becomes cylindrical and acoustic power decay is proportional 

to the range. The spreading loss in dB can be expressed as a function of transmission 

range r, given in meters, and spreading parameter  that describes the spreading 
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geometry [14], 

  (2.1.2) 

The spreading parameter takes values of 1 for cylindrical spreading and 2 for spherical 

spreading [14]. 

In the process of researching the red hind grouper, very little work was discovered 

that considers the power scale for a transmitting grouper. For example, no work was 

found that considers how grouper may account for boundary reflection when transmitting 

from a prone position on the sea floor. Some work was conducted that analyzed other 

grouper species [8] that may be presumed analogous to the red hind mechanisms for 

vocalization. Because the male red hind grouper typically patrols a region of space that 

contains a relatively tight grouping of his harem relative to water depth, it may be 

presumed that the male grouper only wishes to vocalize within range of his harem. Given 

this assumption, the transmission loss of the vocalization could be complete at the 

spherical boundary of the transmission model, i.e. where the lateral transmission range is 

equal to or less than the water depth. However, this would still only be a relative loss 

model for the fish and the other fish in the field of acoustical view; the complete 

mechanism of red hind grouper auditory cognition is not well documented either [6]. 

Other researchers [15, 17] are investigating such elements; without ground truth we may 

presume on the best sound pressure level of the sensors available for detection purposes 

and ignore any considerations of control the fish may be taking when vocalizing. 

2.1.3 Noise Floors and the red hind Grouper 

Typical observations in the wild [17] suggest that the noise floor of typical 
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grouper habitat will consist of typical boating, biologic and environmental contributions. 

Tidal flows and other diurnal effects contribute pinkly to the profile, with periodic fluxes 

being approximately more evenly ramped for tidal flow. As such, minimal variation in 

time gated noise mitigation methods (e.g. adaptive noise cancellation) for such effects 

may be presumed effective when cycled along the scale of the noise period 

(approximately 12 hours peak to trough). Shipping noise may be presumed as 

pseudorandom and white in nature relative to any time constant, particularly for habitats 

with conservation laws prohibiting large vessels from transiting the area, which would 

present blackly in the noise profile. For ease of consideration, other non-resident 

biologics (e.g. whales, dolphins) are presumed equally white with shipping.  

For the purposes of the short time approaches which will be discussed in the 

coming sections, the noise model is never intended to be assumed as static and should 

only be assessed in the short time window prior to any signal analysis. As such, the noise 

profile becomes inherently white at some optimal a priori time point relative to any 

record given sufficient record length. The signals of interest are presumed to exist 

between 40 and 440 Hz of bandwidth as shown in observation of provided data files and 

the literature.  

To the effect of noise components presumed in the data collection events, as there 

is no oceanic work conducted in this research, the noise is presumed temporally static for 

the test scenarios. Several Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) examples, for the sake of 

defining likely failure points for bearing, range and elevation estimates of a 2-AVS 

system are derived in later sections according to the SNR definitions provided by Urick 

[14].  
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2.2 EDGE DETECTION OF A RED HIND GROUPER VOCALIZATION IN AMBIENT NOISE 

First we consider the relative gain of a red hind grouper in noise. A data file 

provided by FAU for exercise is shown below in Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) 

spectral format with the help of the spectrogram analysis tool available in MATLAB 

version 2010b: 

 

Figure 2.2: Example of the STFT content of a red hind grouper vocalization. A long and relatively quiet 

growl can be observed across the first 10 seconds of record, with a relatively strong and sharp growl at 

approximately the 15 second mark. The STFT parameters applied are a 1024 Hz fft with 928 sample 

overlap and a 1024 point window. All values are shown in dB/√𝐻𝑧. 

 

The record is approximately 21 seconds in length and possesses several grouper 

vocalizations across the length of the record. Of particular interest is the relatively strong 

vocalization occurring at approximately 14 seconds, with a relative lull in vocalization 

occurring just prior to it. The vocalization is centered at approximately 185 Hz and 

spread over a band of approximately 200 Hz with some smearing down to 40 and up to 

about 350 Hz.  
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A common front end element of voice recognition is the Mel Frequency Cepstral 

Coefficient (MFCC) estimate as defined by Slaney [18]. The MFCC has a mixed set of 

linear and non-linear filters which are designed to approximate the response of a human 

ear. For purposes of edge detection, we treat the record as a series of short time records 

according to Malcolm Slaney’s definition of the MFCC.  

The Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) is integral to the MFCC, hence the 

previous figures to introduce it to the discussion. In fact, the STFT will become the 

launch point for essentially the entire argument of this paper.  

The STFT may be described as a series of time-gated frequency observations. 

STFT analysis begins with tradeoffs on resolution in time and frequency, forming a 

balancing act where time resolution and frequency resolution may be traded at a loss in 

one for better accuracy in the other. Given time t, sampled in sections k for T iterations 

over a range k, it is possible to derive temporal variations over frequency f2 in an arbitrary 

data record g(t) 

, (2.1.3) 

, (2.1.4) 

. (2.1.5) 

Thus we generate a 2-D data set of time vs. frequency G(kT,f2). The length of the 

points in the transform, overlap, and windowing all generate variance in the frequency vs. 

time resolution.  
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In Figure 2.3, we consider an example function g(t). This signal is then transformed in 

Figure 2.4 per Eq. (2.1.3-5) as a means of showing data transformation. 

 

Figure 2.3: Example human utterance oscillogram of the word “Matlab” provided with the Mathworks 

product Matlab version 2010b. 

 

 

Figure 2.4: STFT representation of the speech utterance in Figure 2.3. 

 

Applying guidance from [19] on window length, an entire signal record is 

typically broken into .025 second frames regardless of sampling frequency and given .01 

seconds of overlap between samples to improve resolution.  
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Conversion to the mel scale is intended to match perceived frequencies with real 

frequencies. In terms of speech processing, this is typically performed for the benefit of 

modeling of the human perception, which is significantly more dynamic in terms of 

bandwidth than that observed in the red hind [20]. In practice, it is reasonable to 

conjecture that the model for the standard non-linear MFCC filter bank and sampling 

region for humans is far too large for that of the frequency region observed by so many 

researchers, and that the mel spacing and filter selection should be scaled and confined to 

the 0 to 1760 Hz region to account for 3
rd

 octave analysis of potential 440 Hz 

vocalizations. Further consideration, particularly to a biologists’ standpoint, could be 

given to the auditory apparatus of the red hind with respect to its perception of true 

frequency in terms of pitch. 

The intent of the MFCC is to isolate the envelope speech utterance with a goal of 

isolating the formants of the speech, hence the typical discarding of higher order filtered 

cepstral coefficients. This paper only considers the standard filter design as the regions of 

interest are still well covered enough to analyze grouper vocalizations in the absence of 

higher frequency noise and target sources; when significant noise is observed in test 

records pre-filtering of data is applied as necessary. 

By taking the inverse FFT (IFFT) [21] of individual frequencies over time and 

separating signal envelopes from the spectral detail with a raised cosine filter as in [18], 

the cepstral coefficients can be extracted, which provide details on signal formants. In 

practical terms, for even time functions, which is commonly forced in time-frequency 

analysis by taking the magnitude ||G(kT,f2)||, taking the inverse or direct FFT will 

generate the same answer due to the properties of IFFT and FFT operations being 
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effectively identical save for a 180 degree phase shift, but references recommend the 

IFFT. 

While time varying details can be extracted via individual coefficients [19] a 

global edge detection methodology is proposed parcel to this work in [11] where total 

coefficient estimates rather than individual delta and acceleration features are used as 

estimators. By considering small sections of an individual record of relatively long 

duration compared to the recommended time-slice - 0.25 second frames consisting of 

0.025 second time steps – statistically relevant features can be derived along the entire 

record, creating a 3-D cepstral coefficient vs. total time vs. instantaneous time graph. The 

technical layout is shown in Figure 2.5. 

 

Figure 2.5: Time gated example using the speech utterance “Matlab”. In this particular example, the 

spectral content is parsed into three adjacent frames. Frames are then converted to MFCC coefficient 

frames via cepstral transformation and a 40 filter bank, with the lower 13 filter coefficients kept per [18]. 

 

Once the content of the MFCC is derived, it is possible to use information contained in 

the coefficients to derive metrics based on the information in-frame and the variation 

between frames.  
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Figure 2.6: notional MFCC content of several frames of data parsed from an individual record. The lowest 

13 filter coefficients are kept within each frame. The resolution of the time axis is determined by the 

windowing and overlap of the initial spectral representation. 

 

Dr. Slaney applies a 40 filter bank of linear and non-linear overlapping triangular 

windows, keeping the coefficients of the lower 13 filter coefficients as the higher order 

sections become too correlated to discern power allocations in adjacent frequencies.  
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Figure 2.7: Filter spacing in MFCC input as defined in [18]. Colors are provided to show the different 

filters as they transition along frequency. 

 

It is worth noting that in terms of true Mel space, there is no formal definition of 

the non-linear encoding required to define the MFCC. This has practical ramifications; 

the human ear is not a constant but rather a finitely variable apparatus, affected by 

temporal, environmental, and genetic uncertainty when considering an individual from 

the entire human population. The MFCC approach in particular was considered as a 

biological analog to the hardware setup, where two AVS are paired side by side, similar 

to the functional standard configuration of the human auditory system, though in practical 

employment there is no weighting to either high or low crossover in each individual 

AVS. It is within this optimization that grouper vocalizations may have a different 

maximum optimization scheme than the human ear; this is not considered in this 
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research. 

Through the MFCC, a data process is established with a 2-feature metric for 

defining the leading edge of a grouper vocalization in ambient noise on the order of .25 

second intervals with 1/10 record length overlap (.025s) in Figure 2.8: 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Data flow for determining the starting point of a red hind grouper vocalization as defined in 

[11]. 

 

2.2.1 Relative statistical noise within the MFCC 

As a means of analyzing signal content within a single frame of the analysis for 

edge detection, we apply the total statistical noise estimate between cepstral coefficients. 

In this demonstration, a signal with fading amplitude in a channel saturated with white 

noise is analyzed. The signal is a 250 Hz sine wave with unit amplitude in a 

pseudorandom white noise channel with mean of 0 and a range of -1 to 1. The intent of 

the demonstration is a channel with dynamic range that is 50% saturated with noise, i.e. 

the noise and signal may be added to an absolute range of 0 to 2 prior to clipping and the 
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output can never physically reach a value capable of being clipped. This is representative 

of a traditional simplified signal-plus- noise model. 

After conversion to cepstral coefficients, the MFCC map is analyzed for total 

statistical noise. Observing a MFCC record as derived with the MATLAB MFCC 

toolbox, the power coefficient for a frame of white noise is observed to be approximately 

0, which is typical of a MFCC analysis of a zero power signal such as additive white 

Gaussian noise.  

 

Figure 2.9: MFCC of noise data. Note lowest filter coefficients contains essentially no power. 

 

Operating upon this feature, we apply a threshold for averaging the total power 

content of the signal, which we presume upon being close or near to zero. This is not 

necessarily going to be true for any non-white signals, but because we rely on short time 

operations the process becomes a function of the total record relative to itself. In 

operating on MFCC frames where signals are present, the mean power increases 
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significantly. For a signal of amplitude 0.95 embedded and starting at the 10
th

 relative 

frame of a record of white noise and concluding at the 14
th

 relative frame of a the record, 

the average power content after detrending is shown in Figure 2.10: 

 

  

Figure 2.10: Normalized and detrended average content of a MFCC framewise analysis of a test signal. The 

test signal is 20 seconds in length and .25 second records are observed with no overlap. A test signal is 

added to white noise in frames 9 through 13. 

 

It becomes visibly evident that an event occurs at this point in the time record. As 

a means of automating this feature recognition, the standard deviation of the total record 

is used as a metric – specifically, values falling 3 standard deviations outside of the mean 

– to indicate an anomaly.  

This single feature presents opportunities for false alarms that are mitigated with a 

framewise feature definition. Operating on the mean and relative standard deviations 
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allows for false alarms in a pure noise record – the mean is driven to 0 for white noise 

over any substantial period of observation and the probability of observing a value only 3 

standard deviations outside of the norm becomes too high. A second feature, based on 

local statistical noise measurements between current and prior frames of the MFCC as 

borrowed from [22] is applied such that the standard deviation estimate of the ratio can 

be used as an estimate for the presence of a signal.  

 

 

Figure 2.11: Change mask analysis of two frames cepstral coefficients as described in [11]. 

 

In the previous figure, the frame on the left represents a change mask for the ratio 

of two MFCC frames containing no signal. The relative statistical noise is consistent, if 

observationally chaotically variable. The frame on the right represents the change mask 

of a MFCC frame with a signal in it and a previous MFCC frame with no signal in it. The 

peak standard deviations and average standard deviations increase by approximately 5-

fold relative to the change mask of two frames on pure noise.  

It is worth observing at this point that the framewise method may be expected to 

not observe changes between a pure tone in white noise when the tone is present in both 

frames. This expectation drives the ability to detect the edge of a grouper vocalization, 

indicating a point in the record where vocalization initiates, and when working backward 
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the point where a vocalization ceases. 

The framewise analysis presented here deviates significantly from the direct 

coefficient analysis typically performed via MFCC for time varying signals. Because this 

particular signal does not cycle or repeat within the observed record, any overlap or short 

time window of shorter duration than the signal may be expected to localize the origin of 

the signal to within 1 length of the signal frame either forward or backward of the origin. 

This is intentional, and meant to recommend further analysis of the direct form 

cyclostationary process of the fish tones, particularly with respect to the noise 

environment. Two perspectives on cyclostationary aspects of the grouper vocalization are 

considered – direct frequency of frequency analysis in the bi-spectrum and the Strip 

Spectral Correlation Algorithm (SSCA) for analysis of the autocorrelation spectral 

coherence [25].  

2.2.2 Consideration from the Cyclostationary Perspective 

Fundamental perspectives have to be considered before applying any expectation 

of outcome to cyclostationary analysis of the grouper vocalization – is the fish merely 

making sounds typical of a stationary signal, indicative more of an utterance than a true 

communication scheme? Or does the red hind actually apply some form of modulation, 

with periodic messaging queues, haling protocols, start or stop bits? Other fish species 

provide some insight into biological modulation, whether by design or accident, in swim 

bladder forcing and stridulation observed in the wild [6]. It has been observed in the 

plainfin midshipman fish that amplitude modulation is incorporated into the most 

complex of acoustic communications used by the fish [23].  

Two types of modulation occur in the midshipmen [24] – diphonic effects from 
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multiple fish signing in chorus, who effectively parametrize their individual vocalizations 

to create differential frequency modulation, and individual pulsed amplitude modulation. 

It is this pulse modulation that is searched for and considered in the red hind.  

Communication processes related to modulation are married inherently to features that 

cyclostationary analysis is purpose built to extract and observe [25, 26, 27]. The 

possibility based on these observations motivates further investigation. 

If the signal processes pertaining to time and frequency relationships as defined 

by the MFCC are treated from a cyclic coherence standpoint in the short time window of 

the signal presence, the cyclic spectral density can be analyzed as defined in [28], 

  (2.1.9) 

The index α represents the cyclic frequency of the autocorrelation 𝑅𝑥
𝛼(𝜏) of an 

arbitrary time signal x(t) and 𝑆𝑥
𝛼(𝑓) represents the cyclic spectral density in equation 

(2.1.9). Applying the definitions found in [28] we utilize the SSCA coherence function 

 

 

(2.1.10) 

The SSCA coherence function normalizes the cross-spectral density with the auto-

spectral densities of the signals under observation.  In terms of the meaning of the 

coherence, unity values in the signal indicate perfectly cyclostationary traits; for two 

arbitrary sections of noise the measure will be statistically 0 if the noise is white as there 
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is by definition no cyclical energy in white noise. Sections of a record containing even 

weak modulation schema should have observably higher coherence at matched α values. 

If the signal is not frequency modulated, then the unit frequency bands should be constant 

and a relatively narrow band of interest can be band-passed for brevity. 

First, we consider the record as shown previously. While close analysis shows 

vocalization from the fish occurs throughout the record, a strong vocalization is observed 

at approximately the 15 second mark as described in [11].  By applying the coherence 

estimate over the normalized +/-1 Hz α region as described in [26], for the entire 

resolution of the available signal between 9 and 12 seconds (at a sample frequency of 

10000 Hz), it is possible to scan the entire record for any possible peaks within the signal 

coherence that might be worth exploiting further for feature identification. Figure 2.12 

shows the example of grunts’ cyclostationary estimate with a normalized frequency 

resolution of 1/2048 Hz for f= -0.5:0.5 Hz and 1/4096 Hz for α = -1:1 Hz. 
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Figure 2.12: Spectral Density Function of a red hind grouper vocalization. Note the peaks about central 

sections observable higher due primarily to energy content and envelope modulation. 

 

f 
α 
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Figure 2.13: Spectral Density Function of a noisy section of red hind grouper recording files where no 

vocalization is observed. Note the peaks about center observable higher due primarily to nuisance energy 

content but significantly lower than signal profile with less tapering to noise floor. 

 

A proposed and evaluated feature observed by considering the maximum peak 

amplitudes of the signal within noise can be observed by analyzing a grouper modulation 

provided by FAU and used as an experimental source to various air volume geometries. 

More consideration will be given in detail on these signals later in the dissertation. By 

applying a 2-D analysis of sub-sections of the record, peak modulation can be detected 

and observed as a maximum over the total record. SSCA algorithms for coherence as 

described in [29] is used to isolate and observe variation in cyclic frequencies as a gas 

bladder is increased within an increasing cylindrical volume later under test.  

 

f α 
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2.2.3 The Resonant Bubble Model and Considerations for Induced Modulation 

In fish biology, the swim bladder typically serves as a mechanism for inducing 

neutral buoyancy in the fish of interest. Neutral buoyancy is advantageous in most teleost 

as it allows them to maneuver more readily through a narrow section of the water column 

where the air pressure remains sufficient to avoid implosion/explosion. The resonant 

bubble frequency is [7] 

 (2.1.11) 

The variables R for radial curvature in cm
2
, specific heat  = 1.4, P for pressure 

and for density of water remain unchanged. However, in terms of impulse and impulse 

response, the resonance is treated as separable from the muscular function in the revised 

model. This model is treated from novel perspectives in [6] where cases are made for 

variations in the understanding of the fish biology and the real response of the swim 

bladder as a function of biologic sonic musculature, implying F will function 

independently as a driving function of the musculature. Because the swim bladder gasses 

may be assumed equal in buoyancy to the mass of the fish being supported, the swim 

bladder has been proposed many times over [6] as a potential means of identifying fish 

size or mass. Indeed, research has been conducted that considers the variation in mass 

density within the swim bladder that causes cyclic effects as a result of passing 

soundwaves transitioning the air/water boundary [30]. As such, a modulating factor 

associated with the time period of the signal and the radius R and fundamental impulse 

frequency F is introduced as a potential means of improving the resonant model, where 

for signals of constant power, the Resonance Modulation function is  
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(2.1.12) 

Here the time t is defined over a record length r, so that t varies between - r/2 and r/2.  

This model implies that for a record length r the resonant frequency about the epoch of a 

typical communicated utterance will have an envelope proportional to the radius R of the 

air cavity. For constant pressure (P), specific heat (γ), and water density (ρ) about a 

fundamental frequency of 185 Hz the Resonance Modulation (RM) factor is plotted over 

a 2 second period of 100 Hz resolution in time for increasing air volume radii from .1 cm 

to 10 cm in .1 cm increments in Figure 2.14. 

 

 

Figure 2.14: Example of proposed revision to the resonant bubble model. The factor applied is intended to 

consider modulation effects in smaller fish attempting to generate vocalizations as compared to larger fish 

performing the same. 
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Because of the potential for variation of resonance within the bubble model and 

the presumption that the signals present with cyclostationary energy, a theory is proposed 

and tested that considers the cyclostationary aspects of individual α bands within the 

scaled frequencies of interest. A case study in [23] (which did not consider the mass of 

either vocalizing males or gravid female midshipmen) did observe that the greater the 

amplitude modulated envelope of any hum with identical frequency content of signal 

diminished the females’ interest. Conjecture can be construed from evidence provided 

later in the dissertation, in accordance with the coherence models discussed in this 

section, to suggest that vocalizations generated by musculature may be modulated by the 

swim bladder resonance as a function of air volume and a simplified cylindrical model 

for encasement and that the female swim bladder could differentiate a smaller, less 

mature male from a larger, more mature male by the absence or presence of modulation. 

2.3 FILTER BANKING AND MATCH FILTERING 

Filter banking based on a priori knowledge is a relatively well quantified method 

for identifying a target [20]. Matching specific frequencies found in records provided by 

FAU, Carrie Bell of University of Colorado at Boulder and David Mann of Loggerhead 

Instruments, a filter analysis which identifies key elements of what are termed grunts, 

double grunts and growls was derived for application against playback signals of 

opportunity. 

In the analysis of 20 files (available upon request to the author at the contact 

information provided in the closing comments section), several key vocalizations were 

defined: grunt observation #1, grunt observation #2, double grunting (a combination of 

grunt #1 and #2), and growling. The growling vector tended to have primitive elements 
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associated with what would be a constant formant in all of the files regardless of what file 

was used. It is important to note that none of the files were qualified as belonging to any 

particular fish, regardless if sex, weight, age or other potential discriminator beyond 

being labelled as containing grouper vocalizations.  

In analyzing each observed vocalization, the following steps are taken to generate 

filter kernels for a set of filters to search a signal for: 

1. Low-pass filtering of the data via Butterworth filter design; 

2. Isolation of the each filtered key vocalization into a separate record; 

3. Saving of the filtered key vocalization in the time domain as a filter kernel; 

4. Application of the filter kernel to an arbitrary record via convolution in the time 

domain; 

5. Observation of peak values of convolved record and filter kernels. 

 

The flow of data is shown in Figure 2.16. 

 

Figure 2.15: Data flow for filter kernel analysis of an input signal. 

 

Consider Figure 2.16, recorded and provided by Dr. Carrie Bell of the University of 

Colorado at Boulder. 
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Figure 2.16: Observed grouper vocalizations provided by Dr. Carrie Bell of University of Colorado. The 

Blue signal represents unfiltered time-series data; the red represents low-pass filtered data to remove what 

appears to be line noise associated with voltage in the recorder circuitry. 

 

 

Noise in the original signal (blue) is removed via low-pass filter to provide the filtered 

output (red). This signal is then broken up into 4 separate filter kernels as described in the 

Figure 2.17. 
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Figure 2.17: Depiction of kernel regions in filtered grouper vocalization record for templating. 

 

The kernels are defined as  

1. Grunt #1; 

2. Grunt #2; 

3. Double Grunt; 

4.  Growl. 

 

 

Each of the individual filter kernels is shown below in Figures 2.18-2.21.  
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Figure 2.18: Grunt #1 filter kernel. 
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Figure 2.19: Grunt #2 filter kernel. 
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Figure 2.20: Double grunt filter kernel. 
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Figure 2.21: Growl filter kernel. 

 

These signal kernels can be convolved with a reference signal to search for matches in 

the time domain. The reference signals, selected for their clarity within the available 

datasets, are 

1. Double Grunt unmodified; 

2. Root Sum Square (RSS) of Double Grunt (√𝑠2(𝑡)2 + 𝑠1(𝑡)2); 

3. Growl. 

The filters will be applied against signals of interest where necessary for illustration of 

the utility of the filters to facilitate identification. 

The multi-kernel approach is appealing because it allows for any number of filters 

to be weighted, combined, compared and presumably improved on by adding as many 
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available feature recognition points as possible to the argument for discrimination.  A 

relatively simple time convolution yields an output magnitude that can be used to 

estimate the likelihood of a grouper vocalization in subsections s(t) of a record through 

convolution with the kernel kn(t) with output (t). 

 (2.1.13) 

2.4 PROPOSED APPROACH WITH RESPECT TO TONAL FEATURES 

Identification of a fish tonal utterance is not conducted via a single step, but rather 

as an un-ordered set of feature based detection procedures intended to mitigate false 

alarms first and establish identity second. While it is relatively easy to quantify this 

against noise floors in an acoustic test facility, qualifying the method if fish identification 

against real false alarm sources in an ocean environment becomes problematic at best. 

However, by considering kinematic effects of source directivity and range, which can be 

readily derived with Acoustic Vector Sensors (AVS), an opportunity is presented to 

potentially mitigate false alarms in a way that can be quantified for at-sea testing without 

leaving the test tank. 
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3. VECTOR FEATURES OF THE RED HIND GROUPER VOCALIZATION

From a beamforming standpoint, analysis of the grouper anatomy shows a 

dominating monopole due to the geometry of the swim bladder [6]. This anatomical 

design suggests that the signal transmission will be omni-directional in nature and 

mitigated in practical matters by the environment only which has been assumed as 

considered earlier in the dissertation. Applying the intensity model and equations of 

acoustic continuity as discussed in [31] allows for analysis of bearing and elevation 

relative to a single AVS element and the added estimation of range with two AVS 

elements. First, the equations of continuity needed for deriving reference pressure and 

particle velocity are the conservation of linear momentum and conservation of mass 

equations as defined by Frisk [32] are  

 (3.1.1) 

 (3.1.2) 

where the variables pressure p, velocity 𝑣⃑, density ρ, position 𝑥⃑, bulk modulus Ks and 

time t relate necessary quantities for deriving particle velocity in three dimensions. The 

equations for linear mass and momentum can then be used with collocated 

accelerometers and a reference pressure hydrophone to derive the necessary information 

about plane waves and its kinematic association with respect to source position and 

relative motion over time. We then consider the differential mono-frequency wave 
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equation 

 (3.1.3) 

as defined in [32], where represents the acceleration in a given directional channel. 

Previous methods for the vector sensor approach, particularly on the cardioid model, have 

been highly successful in tracking whales in open waters [33]. The Intensity model as 

defined by Kinsler [34] can be used with a set of accelerometers and a reference 

hydrophone. Intensity processing requires measuring the real instantaneous acoustic 

intensity over a record as  

 (3.1.4) 

The x, y and z vector components within the AVS can then be derived for the intensity 

and directivity through 

 (3.1.5) 

By applying the intensity estimate in narrowband steps along frequency as well as time, 

an intensity plot that is analogous to a spectrogram can be derived. An example is shown 

in the Figure 3.1.  
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Figure 3.1: Intensity plot of a linear frequency ramp test signal. The signal is comprised of .01 second 

intervals with .3 second overlap in the time domain and 3 Hz band-limited observations about 1 Hz 

incremental steps. All values shown in dB re 1 µPa/√Hz gain. 

 

This interpretation allows for signal formant to be assessed in terms of intensity as 

well as time signature. When coupled with narrowband step estimates of the bearing 

equations as discussed in Section 4, this provides indicators of known fish vocalization 

directly coupled with range, bearing and elevation.  

Time varying kinematics present potential analysis of fish motion based on tonal 

identification and further vector based identification and tracking, or simply providing a 

reasonable amount of certainty that a vocalization occurring periodically at the same 

location in time is in fact the same individual fish. 
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3.1 EQUATIONS OF ACOUSTIC CONTINUITY AS APPLIED TO RED HIND VOCALIZATION 

BEARING, RANGING AND ELEVATION 

First we consider the method of deriving directivity of an individual red hind 

grouper vocalization. By applying equations (3.1.1) and (3.1.2), the acceleration and 

velocity can be used to derive bearing and elevation in a single acoustic vector sensor 

[31]. The first step in processing is to derive the directivity equations for each section in a 

particular time record sampled at sampling frequency Fs, where the acceleration and 

pressure readings are collocated to form a 4 channel receiver. For descriptive purposes, 

consider the signal sp,x,y,z to represent the signal at each receiver of the hydrophone for 

accelerometer headings x,y, and z with reference pressure p. Taking time-gated sections 

of the length of N to M samples from a file recorded at for the entire record of the 

channel, 

 
(3.1.6) 

This time-slice of data is then transformed for each section to frequency space, 

 
(3.1.7) 

In the previous equation, H represents a windowing filter appropriate for 

transformation. The descriptions going forward apply a Hann window. It should be noted 

here that the time-frequency resolution conundrum of typical spectrograms applies to this 

approach as well; resolution in either axis will become a balancing act. An overlap factor 

between time gated sections is applied with approximately (due to rounding of the 1s 
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digit) of 70% of the time gated sample length.  

Finally, a calibration factor is applied to acceleration and pressure channels to 

normalize and detrend means in the signals that may be introduced by electronic noise. 

Typically, signals are re-trended to the mean of the pressure channel. 

At this point, the individual intensity components I{x,y,z} can be used to derive the 

norm of the time-averaged intensity vector  

 

 (3.1.8) 

By doing so, the requisite elements for deriving angular relationships between source and 

receiver can be defined for elevation angle ϕ as 

 (3.1.9)  

and bearing angle θ as 

. (3.1.10) 

If two vector sensors are used and the range between the two nodes is defined, 

then the bearing angles can be used to define an intersection of angles, thus providing 

range between a source and a receiver. A basic diagram is provided below, using the law 

of sines for a given triangle with sides A, B, and C and equivalent angles of incidence at 

the intersecting corners to derive range: 
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 (3.1.11) 

 

Figure 3.2 Range Estimation L in a dual AVS setup. 

 

For brevity it is stated here that the same step-wise process applied for deriving the 

intensity model is essentially applied for the bearing and range model. This implies that 

some narrow frequency content, derived over some specified time resolution with a 

windowing and overlap, will yield a 2-D result comparable to a spectrogram. By taking 

the vector quantities described here and cross-analyzing with the tonal quantities 

described in the previous section, the following experiments seek to describe the 

observed outcome of applying this multi-modal acoustic data fusion architecture for fish 

identification. 

 

 

L 
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3.2 ON THE RELATIONSHIP OF TONAL AND VECTOR FEATURES 

The methods discussed in sections 2-3 are not intended to be used in any particular order. 

Kinematic analysis can be used over time according to the time constraints of the targets 

of interest as well as the sampling capacity of the observing sensors. Likewise, detection 

and classification methods for individual features should be considered from the 

standpoint of how consistently a particular target can be detected and identified based on 

some known feature and its uniqueness relative to other targets and the environment. As 

such, there is no optimization for integrating the aforementioned methods conducted. 

In Section 4, a series of test events conducted to demonstrate feasibility on the red 

hind grouper vocalization are examined. Discussion on lessons learned as well as 

variations on the methods presented in sections 2-3 are considered. Methods are applied 

to datasets from all test events according to the necessity of showing application and 

outcome, as well as how some methods may be used in conjunction with others to change 

the perspective of the feature analysis. 
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4. DATA COLLECTION AND RESULTS  

Fish wrangling is both difficult to achieve in practice and difficult to implement 

bureaucratically. This research effort was not planned around any animal testing, making 

any sort of controlled interaction with a fish effectively illegal. However, the multitude of 

graciously supplied field data and the availability of sonars at FAU and NSWC-PCD to 

play the files over made tank testing relatively easy. This makes more sense for testing of 

ground truth for the methods proposed here. A summary of the data collection events 

used to test the algorithm development described in this dissertation is given in Table 4.1. 

 
Table 4.1: Data Collection Events Summary. 
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Over the course of the testing, approximately 3 GB of data were collected. Not all 

of the results were relevant, nor will they be considered here in their entirety. For the sake 

of brevity, key observations with respect to sampling shortfalls and compelling outcomes 

will be considered for all of the test events with respect to the technical propositions 

offered thus far in the text.  

4.1 FAU INITIAL DATA COLLECTION 

During the spring break holiday, March 7-9, 2016, data were collected at the FAU 

test pond. The dates were specifically chosen to minimize local noise sources from 

human activity and machinery. Pumps were turned off for the pool for the duration of the 

test. It became clear on the first day of data collection that other students had similar 

ideas however. A group of civil engineers spent the duration of the test events working on 

senior design projects, which entailed circular saws, hammers, and other relatively loud 

equipment and machinery. Noise sources notwithstanding, the intent of the effort was 

firstly for calibration in a benign environment against a realistic but controllable source, 

which the test event achieved.  

Figures 4.1-4.5 show the physical test setup and hardware.  

 

Figure 4.1: example Wilcoxon AVS hardware (model 205) used for test event. 
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Figure 4.2: Panasonic Toughbook and National Instruments Data Acquisition (NIDAQ) board. 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Sketch of hardware test setup in tank. Source was estimated to be .95 m deep in 4 m of water, 

with AVS gear at the bottom of the pool with 1 AVS centered with source and the other .95 m off to the 

side. AVS gear was approximately 3.7 m in range from the source. 
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Figure 4.4: photograph of test setup at FAU tank calibration run. Author at left for scale. 

 

Breakout boxes purposely built for prior testing were used to connect the vector 

sensors to the NIDAQ. The sensors use differential wiring, leading to positive, negative, 

and double-ground wiring for each channel, leading to 4 channels with 16 wires per 

vector sensor, and are potted out to BNC connectors. Approximately 5.5 m of slack cable 

is provided to allow for shallow water deployment from dock/shore positions.  

To cover the entire spectrum of both sensors, each channel is sampled at 10 kHz, 

allowing for frequency domain processing at 5 kHz to achieve the Nyquist criterion. 
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Figure 4.5: photograph of AVS hardware in seamounts at FAU tank calibration run. For the calibration 

runs, a single 101 model was used and a single 205 model was used. The 101 model (at left) was set 

centered with the source; the 205 model (at right) was set .95 m right of the 101 model when facing the 

source. 

 

While many variations of signals were collected during this event, ranging from 

human generated bubble bursts to the dropping of concrete blocks into the water as a 

means of observing impulse and noise responses, the primary data files used were 

upsampled and modulated grouper vocalizations provided by FAU. These are all identical 

signals with the center frequency shifted to one of several bands specifically for ease of 

playback on the source system which was only designed to transmit at frequencies well 

above the red hind vocal band, specifically at modulated center frequencies of 600, 800, 

900, 1000, and 2000 Hz. The 2000 Hz files became the central material for calibration 
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estimations after limited returns in intensity and power were observed in the lower 

frequency files, presumably due to limitations in the source. The vector sensors were set 

at approximate endfire positions such that the source would be directly firing along 

multiples of 45 degree points from 0 to 360 along the vector sensor calibration circle. 

Data collected was evaluated with the MFCC, filter kernel and intensity DOA 

methodologies discussed so far. Cyclostationary effects were not analyzed as the data 

was pre-defined as having modulations introduced, thus being less interesting as a 

candidate for any ground truth with respect to cyclostationary effects of an individual 

grouper. 

4.1.1 Bearing in Individual AVS for Modulated Red hind Grouper Calls 

The primary application point for fish identification is bearing estimation. Data 

sheets for the 205 AVS show a +/- 1 degree bearing offset as a function of actual target 

position. The bearing error may be interpreted as a function of the range to the target, 

which is an extension of the dual AVS setup deriving two bearing solutions. In the 

following discussion, an individual AVS is set facing 0 degrees to the source as described 

in previous figures of the test setup. Applying the intensity model is expected to yield 

bearings of approximately 0 degrees relative to the endfire point of the 101 model and 

approximately 15 degrees less. This expectation can be derived by taking the inverse 

tangent of the approximated right triangle formed between the source and the two AVS – 

the angle relative to the source and the shifted 205 model is approximately 75 degrees, 

making it 15 degrees less than endfire in Figures 4.6-4.9, showing intensity, spectral, 

elevation and bearing estimates respectively for the 205 model. 
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Figure 4.6: frequency vs time depiction of intensity estimate (All values shown in dB re 1 µPa/√Hz) 

relative to proud 205 AVS sensor. The frequency scales are 3 Hz band-limited sections of 0.1 second 

intervals with 30% overlap. Note persistent track lines in key frequency regions of the 2000 Hz signal, and 

strong center frequencies at 200 Hz initial start (sub-200 Hz data not considered due to prescribed sonar 

source capabilities). 

 

 

Figure 4.7: frequency vs time depiction of spectrum estimate (All values shown in dB re 1 µPa/√Hz) 

relative to proud 205 AVS sensor in the reference pressure channel. The time scale shows a 1024 sample 

window with 30% overlap and 1024 point frequency transformations using a Blackman window function. 

Note persistent track lines in key frequency regions of the 2000 Hz signal, and strong center frequencies at 

200 Hz initial start (sub-200 Hz data not considered due to prescribed sonar source capabilities).  
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Figure 4.8: Frequency vs time depiction of elevation angle estimate (in degrees) relative to proud 205 AVS 

sensor. The frequency scales are 3 Hz band-limited sections of 0.1 second intervals with 30% overlap. Note 

persistent track lines in key frequency regions of the 2000 Hz signal. All values shown in degrees. 
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Figure 4.9: Frequency vs time depiction of bearing angle estimate relative to proud 205 AVS sensor. The 

frequency scales are 3 Hz band-limited sections of 0.1 second intervals with 30% overlap. Note persistent 

track lines in key frequency regions of the 2000 Hz signal. All values shown in degrees. 

 

Observations of many of the data quickly yielded discrepancies in many of the files 

taken with the 101 model sensor. This was originally attributed to reversed wiring in the 

differential recording on the NIDAQ, which was later recognized as shorting in the 

watertight connectors due presumably to a discovered loose O-ring. This did not affect all 

data sets, and seemed to be more present in records collected after the sensor had been in 

the water for an extended time, presumably long enough for the seal to completely fail 

thus allow shorts to occur. In short, coupled with a relatively incompatible source 

operational band, significantly elevated noise floors and potentially faulty hardware, the 

initial data collection event was used as a calibration exercise only. As such, more 

rigorous analysis is presented based on the later test events at NSWC-PCD. 
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4.2 NSWC-PCD TANK TESTING EVENT #1 

After performing the necessary calibration testing at FAU, the first test event at 

NSWC-PCD sought to consider variations in the AVS setup and more realistic 

vocalization emulations through a lower frequency sound source. The Acoustic Test 

Facility (ATF) barge was used as an ideally designed location for testing of playback 

signals.  

 

Figure 4.10: The ATF barge. 
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Figure 4.11: Interior of ATF barge. Sound source located central to picture and deployed. AVS gear during 

test was hung from gray floorboards. 

 

The sound source utilized for this test was a Lubell 1424 Sonar Transducer (shown in 

Figure 4.12).  

 

 

Figure 4.12: Lubell sonar used for grouper vocalization playback. 
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It is worth noting for the proceeding results that the Lubell sonar had been proven 

many times in operation to have operating bands as much as 100 Hz lower than 

advertised. As such, the cutoff for signal analysis in the data shown will be 100 Hz up to 

approximately 400 Hz unless stated otherwise, as this is the anticipated region of 

vocalization within the records provided. The AVS setup was employed from the surface 

rather than as a seabed mounted system, primarily for ease of application as the water 

depths far exceeded the length of the breakout box cables.  

 

Figure 4.13: depiction of NSWC-PCD tank test #1 hardware setup. The connections out are identical to 

those of the FAU calibration test. For this test event, the AVS are spaced at 0.95 meters and hung from the 

surface to a depth of 3.7 m. The source is 4 m from the sensors and hung at a depth of 3.9 m. 

 

4.2.1 Dual AVS Range, Bearing and Elevation Estimates Based on Intensity Processing 

Initial testing is performed with a well-quantified modulation file provided by 

FAU. Subsequent files using data provided by Dr. Carrie Bell at the University of 

Colorado are analyzed, though no specific ground truth of fish vocalization or metadata 

(e.g. fish age, mass) is provided with these files. Methods as described in prior sections 
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for intensity processing are applied with both AVS signals used to derive two tangential 

bearings from their 0 degree demarcation. The port AVS and starboard AVS are clearly 

marked in proceeding figures to indicate how each AVS perceives a signal relative to the 

other – one AVS will read a signal positive ahead of the center line, while the other AVS 

will read a signal negative behind the center line. This is depicted in Figure 3.2 such that 

the mid-line distance L to a source relative to a set of AVS receivers spaced D distance 

apart will be equal to  

 (4.2.1) 

In Figures 4.15-29, the methods discussed in Section 3-4 are applied to demonstrate the 

kinematic analysis of a grouper vocalization.  
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Figure 4.14: Spectral content of the pressure record in the port sensor. All values shown in dB re 1 

µPa/√Hz. 

 

The spectral content shown in Figure 4.14 shows a low purr vocalization 

occurring between approximately 8 and 14 seconds. The frequency content of the fish 

vocalization is contained within the standard vocalization profile, i.e. <500 Hz. A growl 

vocalization occurs at approximately 16 seconds, followed by a grunt at approximately 

20 seconds. 
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Figure 4.15: Elevation estimate in the port sensor. All values are shown in degrees. 
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Figure 4.16: Elevation estimate in the starboard sensor. All values are shown in degrees. 

 

Taking the elevation estimate as defined in section 3, the specific degrees relative 

to an individual sensor node can be extracted. In this particular test case, the sensors are 

aligned with the seabed to 90
0
. Observation of persistent noise is evident, particularly 

along a band of interest at approximately 185 Hz for the duration of the record. Close 

observation at approximately the 17 second mark yields correct elevation estimate (~85
0
), 

where the strong growl occurs. It becomes evident when comparing Figure 4.16 with 

4.15 that a discrepancy exists between the two readings if they are in fact identically 

registered along the seabed. 
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Figure 4.17: Intensity estimate in the port sensor. All values shown in dB re 1 µPa/√Hz. 
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Figure 4.18: Intensity estimate in the starboard sensor. All values shown in dB re 1 µPa/√Hz. 

 

Comparing intensity estimates in both sensors, the time-averaged intensity 

magnitude is shown in Figures 4.17-18. Values are shown in dB re 1µPa/√Hz. The 

persistent noise along approximately 185 Hz is more evident in the intensity magnitude. 
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Figure 4.19: Range estimate along sensor mid-line in meters. Note observable variation in range estimate 

near ground truth at highest intensity estimate point per Figure 4.18. 

 

Applying Eq. (4.2.1), the range estimate is shown in Figure 4.19. Close 

observation of the 200 to 250 Hz band at approximately 17 seconds yields correct range 

estimation within 0.3m of accuracy during the growl call. Shorter duration estimates can 

be inferred by assessing the 300 to 350 Hz range at approximately 21 seconds during the 

growl. 
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Figure 4.20: Spectral content of the pressure record in the port sensor. All values shown in dB re 1 

µPa/√Hz. 

 

In Figure 4.20, a grouper modulation provided by FAU is concatenated and 

played back for a period of 30 seconds with values shown in dB  re 1 µPa/√Hz. 
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Figure 4.21: Bearing estimates in the port sensor. All values are shown in degrees. 

 

In Figure 4.21, the bearing estimations are shown. Note that during this test 

event, the bearing estimation is uncorrected for a reversed voltage in the pressure channel 

of the port sensor. This generates a 180
0
 change in true bearing. The sonar transducer is at 

full power in this particular recording, and it is worth noting that even with the prescribed 

settings as defined in section 3.1, the signal is almost perfectly tracked (less the phase 

shift) in band. This is presumed being due to reverberation in the ATF.   

The following Bearing, Depth, Elevation, Range and Intensity estimates (Figures 

4.22-29) describe the process of applying Eqs. (3.1.8-10, 4.2.1). All values are shown in 

units as described in figure labels. 
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Figure 4.22: Bearing estimates in the starboard sensor. Readout colorbar  is in degrees relative to a 0
0
 

heading. 
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Figure 4.23: Depth estimates of source in the port sensor. Conversion per Eq.(4.2.1) of the bearings as 

provided in Eq.(3.1.9-10) provide the means to show, in meters, the estimated depth of the source given the 

source of the receiver. 
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Figure 4.24: Depth estimates in the starboard sensor. Conversion per Eq.(4.2.1) of the bearings as provided 

in Eq.(3.1.9-10) provide the means to show, in meters, the estimated depth of the source given the source 

of the receiver. Note that phase differential was left in place for this figure, leading to erroneous estimation 

of depth (see Figure 4.23 for corrected depth estimation). 
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Figure 4.25: Elevation estimates in the port sensor. For example purposes, phase differential left 

uncorrected, leading to 90
0
 offset in z-axis intensity estimate (180

0
 shift in magnitude). 
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Figure 4.26: Elevation estimates in the starboard sensor. Note phase correction in key band of 185 to 285 

Hz leads to correct elevation in degrees during grouper vocalization period. 
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Figure 4.27: Intensity content in the port sensor. Note magnitude value in dB re 1 µPa/√Hz is not affected 

by phase variation. 
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Figure 4.28: Intensity content in the starboard sensor. Note magnitude value in dB re 1 µPa/√Hz  is not 

affected by phase variation. 
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Figure 4.29: Range estimates along sensor mid-line. Note estimates approximately correct (within .2 m of 

ground truth) in fundamental frequency range (~185 Hz) when phase corrected. Ranges shown are in 

meters.  

 

4.2.2 MFCC Based Edge Detection of Data  

Results of the MFCC based methods in accordance with the prescribed settings in  

section 2.2 are coupled with a spectrogram for the files examined in section 4.2.1 shown 

below. 
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Figure 4.30: Detection of initialization of grouper vocalizations as perceived by the MFCC process in a 

relatively high power concatenated red hind grouper vocalization. The upper chart is Figure 4.28 provided 

again for ease of observation as to how the MFCC routine detects initiation of a grouper vocalization, 

shown below as logical  0/1 tripwire identifiers. Each blue peak represents a contact generated by the 

MFCC algorithm. 

Results as depicted in Figure 4.30 indicate no calls are missed. This is not 

indicative of noise resistance however, and the calls are clearly delineated as can be 

observed in the time-frequency analysis. As such, a file played back of an individual 

grouper vocalization, albeit high power is shown below. 
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Figure 4.31: Detection of initialization of grouper vocalizations as perceived by the MFCC process in a 

relatively high power replayed vocalization. The grouper vocalizes with what may be considered a long 

growl, punctuated with a deep short growl at approximately the 16 second mark. A spurious detection is 

shown in the record, likely due to noise in the test facility that rose beyond the criteria for an anomalous 

energy detection. The upper chart is Figure 4.14 provided again for ease of observation as to how the 

MFCC routine detects initiation of a grouper vocalization, shown below as logical  0/1 tripwire identifiers. 

Each blue peak represents a contact generated by the MFCC algorithm. All values in the spectrogram 

shown in dB re 1 µPa/√Hz. 

The signal shown here is the same grouper vocalization analyzed in Figures 4.14-

19. Note that a spurious detection, theorized to be due to mild variations in the persistent 

noise floor coupled with foot and car traffic passing by the ATF is observable toward the 

end of the record. 
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4.2.3 Kernel based classifier 

As a means of demonstrating the kernel filters described in earlier sections, the 

file records shown in Figure 4.30-31 are exercised against the filter kernels described in 

section 2.1. 

 

Figure 4.32: Detection and Identification as perceived by kernel  based classifiers. Note Figure 4.31 for the 

same file with a spurious fire occurring at approximately the 24 second mark; the kernel based classifier 

discards this false alarm while correctly assessing the deep short growl. Note that kernels are not 

particularly perturbed by the long growl, though there is a visually perceptible modulation in the time 

record from approximately 5 to 15 seconds. Match levels indicate increased power within band of key 

frequencies associated with the training data. 
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Figure 4.33: Detection and Identification as perceived by kernel based classifiers as function of power level 

in frequency. Note the high power signals’ MFCC response in Figure 4.30 and how it compares with a 

lower power signal in terms of the matching criteria. 

The lower power signal outputs illustrate how the first two tiers of the process 

being outlined in this dissertation serve to assign relevance to the kinematic processes. 

4.3 NSWC-PCD TEST EVENT #2 

Relatively poor returns were observed in the 101 model AVS toward the end of 

testing. As such, review of the hardware found a loose O-ring that suggested possible 

water intrusion at the connection point. Rather than troubleshoot hardware, a spare 205 

model AVS breakout box was built to deploy dual 205 model AVS in a follow-on test 

event. Other than hardware changes, the test set-up was identical to the prior event. In 
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addition to the grouper vocalizations used prior, test signals were created to help verify 

observed intensity and cyclostationary characteristics in the first data collection event. 

Sensor demarcation lines are set facing 0 degrees toward the source, with the source 

approximately equidistant from the sensors port and starboard. This introduces an 

expectation that the port sensor will observe source signals at approximately several 

degrees of bearing while the starboard sensor will observe source signals at 

approximately several degrees less than 360 degrees of bearing much as in the previous 

test. Observed data returns led to confirmation that differential wiring in the new AVS 

breakout box were reversed, leading to 180 degree offsets in the port vector sensor 

bearing estimation. Consistently correct returns validated assumptions after subtracting 

the offset from the observed records.  

4.3.1 Linear Frequency Ramp as a Test File 

To illustrate some of the discrepancies in what are perceived to be multi-path issues at 

very high power (100% as allowed by the Lubell transducer) as well as the 180 degree 

offset due to voltage wiring in differential cables in the port sensor, a linear frequency 

ramp of 20 Hz per second inclination was devised by NSWC-PCD personnel. The 

spectral content is shown in Figure 4.34. 
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Figure 4.34: Linear ramp test time-frequency estimation in port 205 sensor. All values shown in dB re 1 

µPa/√Hz. 

The intent of applying a linear ramp over frequency will be to see if a constant 

bearing can be observed at all frequencies of the ramp. Should reverberation or multipath 

become dominant in the beam steering within the sensor, then variation in the bearing 

estimation relative to the ground truth of the static source may be expected. 
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Figure 4.35: Linear ramp test bearing estimation in port 205 sensor. All values shown in degrees. 
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Figure 4.36: Linear ramp test bearing estimation in starboard 205 sensor. All values shown in degrees. 

 

It becomes evident that the source, which should provide true bearings along 

approximately 345
0
, is not correctly assessed for a relatively strong signal, though it is 

correctly tracked along frequency content. This is indicative of reflection or reverberation 

that could potentially be “shaking” the entire test fixture. 
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Figure 4.37: Linear ramp test depth estimation in port 205 sensor. All values shown in meters relative to 

surface.. 
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Figure 4.38: Linear ramp test depth estimation in starboard 205 sensor. All values shown in meters relative 

to surface. 
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Figure 4.39: Linear ramp test signal elevation in port sensor. All values shown in degrees. 
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Figure 4.40: Linear ramp test signal elevation in starboard sensor. All values shown in degrees. 

 

Analysis of the depth and elevation estimates as shown in Figures 4.36-40 

highlight how increased power levels in the source are presumed to generate 

inconsistencies in the estimations of source location. Figures 4.41-42 show how the time 

averaged intensity estimate is relatively immune to effects within the individual vector 

elements of the intensity model. 
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Figure 4.41: Linear ramp test signal intensity in port sensor. All values shown in dB re 1 µPa/√Hz. 
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Figure 4.42: Linear ramp test signal intensity in starboard sensor. All values shown in dB re 1 µPa/√Hz. 
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Figure 4.43: Range estimates for the linear ramp test signal. All values shown in meters. 

 

Range estimates, as shown in Figure 4.43 are also skewed, presumably from the 

same reverberation and multi-path issues. 
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Figure 4.44: Spectrogram of noise record collected for ground truth of nuisance sources and SNR 

estimations. Note ~-10 dB harmonics consistent with electrical outputs and local resonant structures excited 

by likely source of automotive traffic approximately 200 yards from barge. All values shown in  dB re 1 

µPa/√Hz. 

 

In Figure 4.44, we consider a pure noise record. The noise record is entirely void 

of fish vocalizations. 
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Figure 4.45: Bearing chart for port noise record. Note that bearings are shown from 0 to 360 degrees as 

demarcated visually from sensor; ground truth tests show that this particular reading had a 180 degree 

phase offset likely due to a reversed differential cable. Subtraction of 180 degrees from readings yielded 

verifiably correct results. 

 

Figure 4.45 considers bearing estimation, which is essentially static in the 

absence of true signals except for visibly observable noise sources at approximately 120 

Hz. Figure 4.46 considers the bearing estimation in the alternate sensor, which has no 

voltage correction requirement. 
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Figure 4.46: Bearing chart for starboard noise record. Note that bearings are shown from 0 to 360 degrees 

as demarcated visually from sensor. 

 

Figures 4.47-53 consider a record of concatenated grouper calls projected at the 

start of the record followed by silence on the projector.  
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Figure 4.47: Elevation chart for concatenated grouper calls followed by pure noise in the starboard sensor. 

Note that bearings are shown from 0 to 90 degrees as demarcated visually from sensor. 

 

Figure 4.48: Intensity chart for starboard 205 AVS. Note that values are shown in dB re 1 µPa/√Hz. 
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Figure 4.49: Intensity chart for port 205 AVS. Note that values are shown in dB re 1 µPa/√Hz . 

 

Figure 4.50: Bearing chart for starboard 205 AVS. Note that values vary over the entire 360 degree range 

with strong tracks along the peak intensity region during transmission. 
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Figure 4.51: Bearing chart for port 205 AVS. Note that values are shown span 0 to 360 degrees and that the 

bearing channel is offset by 180 degrees to account for presumed reversed differential wiring. 
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Figure 4.52: Elevation chart for starboard 205 AVS. Note that values shown run 90 degrees about axis. 

 

 

Figure 4.53: Elevation chart for port 205 AVS. Note that values shown run 90 degrees about axis.  
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Observation of the concatenated calls side by side with the noise profile provides 

some insight into how different bands can predict different kinematic observations for the 

same source, much as what was demonstrated with the FM sweep linear ramp signal. 

This highlights the importance of understanding the fundamental frequency and the 

correct bandwidth of the feature set for a given fish. 

4.4 DECREASING POWER IN VOCALIZATION AS IT RELATES TO VECTOR MECHANICS 

A key concern for signal observation is the power level defining the signal, which 

in turn drives the SNR. As a means of illustrating the concern with low SNR signals, 

several files were played back repeatedly at half the power level of the previous signal, or 

equally stated a 6 dB reduction in gain.  

4.4.1 Concatenated Grouper Calls 

Figures 4.54-56 consider the spectrum and intensity of the same file considered 

in Figure 4.50-53, with a reduction of 6 dB in power. 
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Figure 4.54: Spectral content for the concatenated grouper calls considered in Figures 4.50-53 decreased 

by 6 dB in source strength. The STFT parameters are the same as the prior example. All values shown in 

dB re 1 µPa/√Hz. 

 

Figure 4.55: Intensity chart for starboard 205 sensor. All values shown in dB re 1 µPa/√Hz. 
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Close observation of the intensity estimates in Figures 4.55-56 show reduction of 

intensity at frequencies outside of the fundamental vocalization frequency. This causal 

observation leads to a rationale to work with relatively lower power signals. 

 

Figure 4.56: Intensity chart for port 205 sensor. All values shown in dB re 1 µPa/√Hz. 

4.4.2 Low Power Individual Grouper Calls 

Figures 4.57-66 provide detail on the playback of fish vocalizations at 

approximately 6.25% of available power in the source. This exercise is considered as a 

means of demonstrating an individual call rather than concatenated calls. This particular 

setup is considered to be a highly likely case to be encountered in the wild. 
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Figure 4.57: Spectrogram for port 205 sensor. All values shown in dB re 1 µPa/√Hz. 
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Figure 4.58: Bearing chart for port 205 sensor. All values shown in degrees. 
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Figure 4.59: Bearing chart in starboard 205 sensor. All values shown in degrees. 
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Figure 4.60: Depth chart for port 205 sensor. All values shown in meters relative to surface. 
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Figure 4.61: Depth chart for starboard 205 sensor. All values shown meters relative to surface. 
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Figure 4.62: Elevation chart for port 205 sensor. All values shown in degrees. 
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Figure 4.63: Elevation chart for starboard 205 sensor. All values shown in degrees. 
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Figure 4.64: Intensity chart for port 205 sensor. All values shown in dB 1 µPa/√Hz. 
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Figure 4.65: Intensity chart for starboard 205 sensor. All values shown in dB re 1 µPa/√Hz. 
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Figure 4.66: Range chart for dual sensors. All values shown in meters. 

Casual observation of the speckle content shows how precise frequency steps that 

give high accuracy of track lines gives way to erosion in the intensity values. In 

consideration of power levels, it becomes apparent that for the lowest settings above the 

noise floor available in the source system, intensity models consistently raise the grouper 

vocalizations above the noise floor. 

4.4.3 MFCC Based Edge Detection of Data  

The pressure channel for both sensors appeared to work correctly across all data 

sets. As such, MFCC based detection was applied in accordance with the schema 

discussed in this paper and with more detail in [11]. Results for several files are shown 

below at various frequencies, with detections outlined in red dashed lines within the 
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spectrogram of the signal. 

 

Figure 4.67: MFCC collocated detection of signals with spectral content (All values shown in dB re 1 

µPa/√Hz). Blue peaks indicate logical detections of a signal change relative to the prior sample. 

The application of the MFCC becomes apparent in observing the detection 

perspective that signals entering a frame or having local variation on a relatively large 

scale are detected. However, signals presenting some practical course of stable variation 

will not be flagged. This illustrates the intent of isolating the beginning of a grouper 

vocalization that varies significantly from the noise floor in frequency content and 

envelope. 
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4.4.4 Kernel Based Filters for Classification 

With the improved range of source and additional files available for playback, the 

Kernel based filter method was applicable to the available data sets. Of interest is the 

linear filter ramp for illustration purposes as the energy content may be expected to signal 

a “false alarm” in the given sections of record where the frequency bands of interest cross 

fish vocalizations.  

 

Figure 4.68: Detection and Identification as perceived by kernel  based classifiers. Peaks in match level 

represent energy accumulation at given point in time as a function of the convolution of the kernels with 

the local time segment. 

Comparing the filter output with the linear ramp spectral content, it is visibly 

apparent that sections of the ramp crossing frequencies of interest within the kernel 

templates are significantly excited while others are less so. 
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As a means of analyzing the detection and tracking elements simultaneously, 

consider the bearing output in Figure 4.69. An observer, given audiological cues, could 

be expected to infer that sounds occurring collocated with the clustered bearing activity 

in the bearing-gram were related. Applying the MFCC output as a logical trigger over a 

space of 1 second before and after a logical trigger, the MFCC front-end processed 

bearing-gram is provided over a median window of interest from 180 to 230 Hz. An 

averaging function for every 3 samples is applied to smooth the appearance in Figure 

4.70. 

 

Figure 4.69: Detection and Bearing as perceived by the fused front-end MFCC process and the bearing-

gram intensity output. Note high correlation with ground truth during “growl” and subsequent false alarms 

after file playback concludes at approximately the 20 second mark. All values are measured in degrees. 

Taking advantage of the kernel based classifier set previously defined in section 

2.3, Figure 4.70 describes energy detection in the region of the MFCC front end 
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detection routine at the location of the “growl” in time but not at the location of the false 

alarms in Figure 4.69. 

 

Figure 4.70: Kernel based estimation of grouper vocalization. Note raised energy detection collocated 

within all three kernel estimations at approximately the same time as the “growl” indicated in Figure 4.69. 

4.5 MODULATION EFFECTS OF AN AIR BLADDER ON RED HIND GROUPER VOCALIZATIONS 

At the conclusion of tank testing it became apparent that without some variable 

swim bladder geometry there was no means to estimate fish mass based on the available 

data sets. Presumably this would be most effectively conducted with live specimens; this 

dissertation has already provided rationale for no testing on live fish. However, 

presuming on the conventional model for swim bladders, a test was conceived to consider 

cyclostationary characteristics as discussed so far within an increasing cylinder holding 

an also increasing air volume. The cylinder is not fully inflated; rather a small balloon is 

inflated to approximately 120% of the pipe diameter and forcefully inserted to a depth in 
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excess of 1 inch from the lip of the pipe. The intent becomes to prove that, given a 

correlation between bladder size and fish size, a metric may be established that relates 

fish mass with bladder size that can be observed in the vocalization. 

First, assumptions have to be made that modulation will occur. Citing references in 

[30] that suggest cyclic resonance from sounds crossing the air/water gap, it follows that 

the swim bladder will be capable of observing a modulated vs. pure tone signal of 

identical frequency content as causally observed in [23]. What if the vocalizing fish uses 

this same hearing apparatus without intent to vocalize? This test is meant to test, without 

live animal interaction, the physical possibility of resonance within a bubble as a function 

of modulation as well as frequency without bothering with an empirical model for 

input/output. 

The test setup is depicted in Figure 4.72 
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.  

Figure 4.71: Method for analyzing modulation feature content of a resonant bubble. File playback was 

identical in power and content. All signals were recorded with the pressure channel of a 205 model AVS. 

Four pipes of 1.5, 2, 3 and 4 inch diameter are filled with a balloon of 

approximately 20% increased diameter. Because of material imperfect apparatus reasons 

the inserted diameter is approximated; when inserted into the pipe the balloons certainly 

shape to the diameter of the pipe albeit of unknown ovular length. This is mentioned but 

not considered further.  

The pipes are in turn flooded and set approximately 2 inches below the water line 

in a standard bathtub with the intent of minimizing nuisance modulations or external 

tonal sources. The following figure shows a spectral content of a sample data collection.  
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Figure 4.72: Spectral content of the test signal applied to varying air volumes. Note signal is exactly two seconds in length, 

sampled at 10 kHz. Data provided by Florida Atlantic University (FAU) is prior low-pass filtered with cross-hair demarcation lines 

showing fundamental 185 Hz tone peak and envelope of growl from a red hind grouper. All values shown are dB re 1µPa/√Hz. The 

representation is generated with the Mathworks Matlab R2012b product. 

 

Using a single speaker encased in trash bag liner to waterproof it, the file is 

played into one end of the pipe while a 205 model AVS pressure channel records the 

signal at the other end of the pipe, approximately 2 inches from the mouth of the pipe. 

Observation of the STFT shows similar time-frequency characteristics for all pipe 

transfer systems of the signal. This is not particularly surprising – the signal and transfer 

process is expected to be linear in frequency. However, if the resonant model varies the 

signal with any modulation characteristic, and the output remains linear about the center 

frequency of the vocalization, it may be possible to demodulate and observe key 

resonance features in individual bubble systems. Modulation of resonance becomes an 

appealing feature if the total spectral profile is so gradual in terms of fish virility that the 

dB 
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downward shift in frequency with age and maturity is negligible between suitable and 

non-suitable mates. As a test of this theory, we apply a standard modulation about a key 

frequency 𝐹𝑐 of 233 Hz as observed in the STFT. Given a signal y(t) as input, the 

demodulation scheme becomes multiplication of the original signal by a sinusoid and 

application of a 5
th

 order Butterworth Low pass filter. 

 (4.3.1) 

We apply standard Single Side Band Amplitude Modulation (SSBAM) as our 

assumed model and demodulate accordingly. The outcome results, when cross-

correlating average frequency content of the total bandpass-filtered demodulated STFT of 

each individual template as a reference to other signals collected in the event are shown 

below. The STFT parameters applied are a Blackman window, 512 point FFT, 500 

sample overlap and 512 point window. Each record and sample is 1000 Hz sampled and 2 

seconds in length.  
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Figure 4.73: Example of correct classification of a 1.5 inch ovular air volume by the classifier system. 
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Figure 4.74: Example of correct classification of a 2 inch ovular air volume by the classifier system. 

 

 

Pipe Template 

(Inches) 
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Figure 4.75: Example of correct classification of a 3 inch ovular air volume by the classifier system. 

 

Pipe Template 
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Figure 4.76: Example of correct classification of a 4 inch ovular air volume by the classifier system. 

The outputs shown clearly show high correlation between all signals but peak 

correlations in correct observed and reference signals. It is posited that the static 

demodulation characteristic reduces shared modulation characteristics while maintaining 

unique resonance features that could possibly be related as a function of modulation and 

swim bladder volume. It is visibly obvious that variation in the peak correlation output is 

subtle, but this is expected – the modulation effects as described in section 2.2 are 

expected to be subtle and functionally related to the swim bladder. It is posited that this 

minor variation may be able to support inference of maturity in vocalizing males. 

A key expectation of any modulated signal will be that cyclic frequencies express 

features in the modulation not obvious in time-frequency but rather the bi-frequency of 

Pipe Template 

(Inches) 
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the correlation lag τ and time t. Because of this typical observation, the alpha-frequency 

plane is considered, where α represents the measure of cyclic content against the spectral 

frequency f . 

We apply the coherence model rather than the spectral density for this problem 

and observe side by side coherence maps of identical signals and observe noise 

decorrelated cyclostationary signal behavior. We apply the same demodulation 

characteristics, though in terms of the modulated vs. de-modulated signal. We expect to 

see significant correlation between all signals rather than unique features – the intent is to 

derive coherence in the shared characteristics, thus proving through converse paths what 

was shown with time-frequency demodulated signal analysis. It is posited that if this can 

be accomplished, then reduction of the shared characteristics from any signal will leave a 

residue of unique features for a particular air volume.  

In pursuit of this proof, we consider two signals, which will be referred to as x and 

y. The signals are ideally identical grouper vocalizations, be they grunt or growl, and are 

assumed to exhibit modulation qualities independent of white noise in accordance with 

standard definitions for coherence. The previous data sets are used to represent x and y.  

First, the coherence will be  𝐶𝑥𝑦
𝛼 . The coherent spectrum, defined as 

𝐶𝑆 =  𝐶𝑥𝑦
𝛼 ∗  𝑆𝑦𝑦

𝛼     (4.3.2) 

provides a compelling area for consideration – the definition of the experiment is just a 

sort of matched filter on itself, where the exact same signal is played against itself under 

identical conditions with only the time varying noise floor  on a scale of seconds to 

contend with. We set x equal to the original signal and y equal to the demodulated signal 

as described in the previous section. 
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The coherence shows what portion of the signal is shared. At this point, it is posited that   

 𝑆𝑥𝑦
𝛼  represents a set of spectral features which can be used to decorrelate a SSCA 

function of a signal. Given a spectral autocorrelation of an input signal z as 𝑆𝑧𝑧
𝛼 , 

identifying modulation characteristics of the signal z should be evident in the ratio of the 

two spectral densities, such that  

 (4.3.3) 

The following figures provide what is conjectured as evidence of a fading cyclic 

modulation characteristic associated with the vocalization files considered in the 

demodulated time-frequency domain.  
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Figure 4.77: Example of correct classification of a 3 inch ovular air volume by the classifier system. 
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Figure 4.78: Example of correct classification of a 2 inch ovular air volume by the classifier system. 

Pipe Template 

(Inches) 
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Figure 4.79: Example of correct classification of a 1.5 inch ovular air volume by the classifier system. 

Pipe Template 

(Inches) 
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Figure 4.80: Example of correct classification of a 4 inch ovular air volume by the classifier system. 

In analyzing the figures, it becomes apparent that each spectral modulus returns 

correct correlations for the input signals against the reference spectral modulus. The band 

of interest applied was the narrowband region of the center frequency of the 

demodulation function, specifically 225 to 235 Hz. The spectrum was averaged across the 

α-plane between α-frequencies of .001 to .595 Hz. This region was selected because of 

clear delineations in the α-frequencies being observed, while the frequency band was 

presumed static as could be seen in standard Fourier spectral analysis. A summary of the 

correlation peaks for each signal processing approach is shown in Figures 4.81-82. 

Pipe Template 

(Inches) 
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Figure 4.81: Demodulated signal and reference signal peak correlations in mean frequency content are shown for all pipe 

diameters. A red marker is used to denote the highest correlation in each template to the reference signal. 

 

Figure 4.82: Inverse Coherent spectrum input signal and reference inverse coherent spectrum signal peak correlations in mean 

frequency content are shown for all pipe diameters. A red marker is used to denote the highest correlation in each template to the 

reference signal. 
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4.6 REAL WORLD EXPECTATIONS: WHAT TANK DATA REVEALS 

It is worth noting that the sources as applied to collection of test results typically 

generated -1 to 30 dB gain responses in the spectral domain. These are not particularly 

difficult signals to extract, but can be considered potentially realistic values if the red 

hind is treated as being similarly capable relative to other grouper species [8]. Goliath 

grouper are anecdotally known to “boom” divers as a means of scaring off what is 

understood to be a perceived predator, generating enough acoustic energy to knock a 

diver backward in the water.  

To the effect of interpreting relative SNRs in signals, the SNR of the mono-

frequency spectrum and intensity at 185 Hz in dB can be shown for varying power levels 

of the source in Figures 4.83-94. These represent side-by-side detections as defined with 

the MFCC approach of the same signal at variable gains for the center frequency of 185 

Hz which the grouper in the files is vocalizing at. All signals are divided through by noise 

excess as measured within the same record to show relative gains. We consider the PBJs 

vocalization file (see Figure 4.57 for full spectral content) at relative power levels of 

100%, 50%, 25%, 12.5%, and 6.25% of maximum power in the Lubell transducer 

system. The instantaneous SNR estimate is achieved by taking the median of 100 noise 

samples (equal to 1 second) within the short-time representation of the signal within the 

185 Hz mono-frequency and dividing into the portion of the record during which the 

source is playing back the raw file of the recorded fish. Identifying markers are provided 

to indicate these sections of interest. 
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Figure 4.83: Spectral content at 100% of source power levels as perceived by the pressure channel of the 

receiver. Sections of signal SNR as perceived as detections in the MFCC output are shown below. A 

“growl” is present at approximately 13-15 seconds, followed by grunting at approximately 18 seconds. The 

file was terminated and only noise was recorded at approximately 21 seconds. 

 

Figure 4.84: Spectral content at 50% of source power levels as perceived by the pressure channel of the 
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receiver. Sections of signal SNR as perceived as detections in the MFCC output are shown below. A 

“growl” is present at approximately 13-15 seconds, followed by grunting at approximately 18 seconds. The 

file was terminated and only noise was recorded at approximately 20 seconds. 

 

Figure 4.85: Spectral content at 25% of source power levels as perceived by the pressure channel of the 

receiver. Sections of signal SNR as perceived as detections in the MFCC output are shown below. A 

“growl” is present at approximately 12-14 seconds, followed by grunting at approximately 17 seconds. The 

file was terminated and only noise was recorded at approximately 19 seconds. 
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Figure 4.86: Spectral content at 12.5% of source power levels as perceived by the pressure channel of the 

receiver. Sections of signal SNR as perceived as detections in the MFCC output are shown below. A 

“growl” is present at approximately 13-15 seconds, followed by grunting at approximately 18 seconds. The 

file was terminated and only noise was recorded at approximately 21 seconds. 

 

 

Figure 4.87: Spectral content at 6.25% of source power levels as perceived by the pressure channel of the 

receiver. Sections of signal SNR as perceived as detections in the MFCC output are shown below. A 
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“growl” is present at approximately 13-15 seconds, followed by grunting at approximately 18 seconds. The 

file was terminated and only noise was recorded at approximately 21 seconds. 

The relative SNR drops as a function of the source power, with a visually perceptible 

normalization in the period of growl vocalization as recognized by the MFCC output. 

Figure 4.88 considers the peak power output as a function of SNR. 

 

Figure 4.88: Peak power and SNR content at receiver as a function of source power levels. 

A roughly exponential drop in power can be deduced from the graph in Figure 4.88. 

Considering the relative SNR in the intensity model allows for an alternate but potentially 

complementary view for assessing the validity of a given detection for kinematic 

processing. 
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Figure 4.89: Intensity estimate of spectral content as provided in Figure 4.83. Note more significant 

variation in gain at growl vocalizations than at grunt and transitional end of file false alarms. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.90: Intensity estimate of spectral content as provided in Figure 4.84. Note more significant 
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variation in gain at growl vocalizations than at grunt and transitional end of file false alarms. 

 

Figure 4.91: Intensity estimate of spectral content as provided in Figure 4.85. Note more significant 

variation in gain at growl vocalizations than at grunt and transitional end of file false alarms. 

 

Figure 4.92: Intensity estimate of spectral content as provided in Figure 4.85.  
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Figure 4.93: Intensity estimate of spectral content as provided in Figure 4.86. Note more significant 

variation in gain at growl vocalizations than at grunt and transitional end of file false alarms. 
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Figure 4.94: Peak SNR Intensity estimate of spectral content as provided in Figure 4.88.  

Casual comparison of the relative SNR of the intensity estimate leads to a crude 

linear decay against power rather than the exponential decay as seen in the relative SNR 

of the spectral content. It is also visibly apparent that lower energy signals are better 
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defined, potentially due to reverberation, than higher energy signals in the intensity 

estimate. 

When the signal estimation metrics for tonal and vector assessment as described 

in Figures 4.83-94 are considered for a realistic ocean model as described in Section 2.1, 

the ability to adequately track and identify individual red hind grouper in key areas as 

described in [5] becomes plausible. Biological studies on live fish are necessary to prove 

the theories posed in section 4.5. The tank data as collected with playback files of red 

hind grouper of indeterminate age, size and sex cannot provide intrinsic estimates of the 

true modulation schemes potentially employed by the fish; the tank data does present 

clues as to how any type of fish may employ envelope modulation as an evolutionary 

advantage. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

5.1 SUMMARY 

By considering proven signal processing methods from the novel perspective of 

the fish’s viewpoint, a model for detecting, classifying, and identifying a red hind grouper 

and its range, bearing and elevation was presented. Indicators in the data for fish mass 

were presented and considered.  

This dissertation provides signal processing methodologies that are classically 

proven with occasional twists on the topical subject of fish communication structure in 

the pursuit of target detection, classification, tracking and identification. The dissertation 

also provides a notional framework for assessing the various outputs of the signal 

processing techniques, where a fish vocalization detected by a MFCC front-end process 

may be analyzed for key frequency components with kernel based a priori filters.  

The vocalization, once it is decided to be a fish vocalization, may be added to a 

track record via the intensity DOA processing method. Given dual sensors capable of 

conducting the DOA analysis in a compact form, range and depth become reasonable 

expecations to add to the bearing estimate. If a vocalization is not immediately identified, 

then continuous monitoring and longer baseline kinematic analysis provides potential 

insight for improving detection. 

Finally, in what is conjectured to be the most radical and compelling aspect of the 

research is the modulation assessment via modulation/demodulation of inverse coherent 
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and average time-spectral correlation, allowing for individual records containing multiple 

vocalizations from individual fish to assess not only the number of fish in a given region 

but the mass of each fish as a function of its swim bladder modulation and resonance.  

Noise and reverberation were significantly more difficult to quantify in real test data 

relative to a true oceanic environment. The most studied test data in this dissertation took 

place in an isothermal environment (the ATF barge facilities) with significant noise 

sources from air conditioners, military operations, roadway and foot traffic impacting the 

collections. These are challenging noise sources and were dealt with satisfactorily to 

achieving the detection metrics as proposed, but do not present a true analog to what 

would likely be found in an area where a functional data collection system as defined 

herein would be employed, e.g. breeding grounds in the southern Caribbean Sea [2,5].

5.2 CONTRIBUTION 

Passive estimation of fish populations presents a vastly less expensive means to 

estimate fish populations. The ability to do this successfully will rely on better signal 

processing methodologies, and this dissertation strives to provide some insight into 

application of such methodologies. The advent of reliable and compact vector sensors for 

acoustic recording as a tool for biologists plays a key role in this work. 

5.3 CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH  

None of the research in this dissertation was conducted in ocean waters. While the 

testing relied on very consistent and predictable environmental factors, the ocean is a 

variable and inhospitable place for acoustics in general. The wide and varied set of 

acoustic communication solutions developed by teleost is testament to this, and ocean 

testing of the considered solutions, along with verified models of the regions where such 
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testing is conducted stand to reason as good starting points for future research. This is a 

research area suited for engineering competencies, with support from the biological 

community at large. 

Another key area for research is a better model of the swim bladder and sonic 

muscle interaction from the cyclic perspective. With respect to the tank testing on 

variable air masses and diameters, this is indicative of modulation and air mass 

interactions only as a model for physical effects. The results of the tests are only 

indicative of a need for more controlled and live biological testing; single correct 

identifications do not represent a statistically correct outcome. 

Lastly, the biological effect of the entire fish communication system is infinitely 

more complex than the sum of its parts, spanning non-acoustic cues and interactions that 

create a metadata set not considered in this dissertation, including hormonal, 

environmental and psychological considerations far outside of the scope that could 

conceivably be considered here.  This is a research area suited for biological 

competencies, with support from the engineering community at large. 
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